
You will be working alongside eighteen APInterns, the crème de la crème in Science,
Engineering & Tech from Top US Universities. 

Are you ready for a challenge? We are looking for smart, dedicated engineers who build B-tree
algorithms in their sleep. If you love computer science, we mean 'REAL COMPUTER SCIENCE',
algorithms and data-structures, then this is the place for you!

Contribute to Internet of Things @ zetta : an "API First" IoT Platform
www.zettajs.org 

Explore our open source projects at
www.opensource.apigee.com 

Play with apis at {API Studio}
www.apistudio.io 

_________________________________________________________________

Apigee Engineering Boot Camp
June 1st - August 10th, 2016
"One of the 21 Enterprise Startups to bet your career on in 2014"

                                                             - Business Insider

10 week internship  
Competitive compensation 
Round-trip ticket 
Swiss Army gear

Work on MacBook Air 
Catered lunch and fully stocked kitchen  
Rejuvenate with massages, kickboxing,
treadmill work desks, onsite gym & pool
with a jacuzzi

The Offer

Life as an Apigee Engineering Intern
Learn to code in some of the coolest technologies like Cassandra, Zookeeper, Oauth, Ngnix,
Puppet, Hadoop, Guice, Swagger, Docker and deal with mission-critical problems of scale.
Get coached by inspiring industry experts, thought leaders, patent holders & book authors to build
massively scalable distributed systems.

Some problems you would be working on during your Internship

Big Data Processing: How do we efficiently
process 100,000,000,000,000 bytes of data in
real time to help app developers? 

Reactive Distributed Streams: How can we
partition our data to effectively query and
stream to enable distributed back pressure? 

Counting things: Billions of events happen
every hour in over a million categories for
thousands of customers each distributed
globally! How can we maintain counters at this
scale, rate, and dispersion accurately? 

Business Velocity: How do we maintain
stability & reliability of thousands of servers for
customers, in a rapidly changing environment at
low cost? 


